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Account Our Still Small Voice 

 

 

I'm a Reverse Speech Analyst trained by David Oates. Reverse Speech is in the CIA'S Rdg Rm. It's an 
involuntary system that starts forming when we are 4 months old and only tells the truth similar to our 
involuntary body language system. What's RS? 12-ish mins. 

     

https://odysee.com/@OurStillSmallVoice:8/what%27s-reverse-speech-who-are-targeted:c 

 

I did an RS vetting on #FalunGong and unfortunately it's appearing to be a scam. The physical movement 
may be beneficial, but the way it appears to be operating is that if you use their stuff, they use you is 
what it's looking like imho. And, I got my ass handed to me when I posted this on Twitter too. 

 

I'm just giving a heads up on it. Satanic Mossad has their hands in everyone's pie somewhere. They've 
showed up in very unexpected places running their nasty shite. There's also a testimonial from a guy 
who claims to have had first hand experience with them posted here.  

 

I've only had time to do a vetting statement myself and not his, but you can listen and see what you 
think. I only vetted it because I was interested in trying it myself.  

 

Also guys, one of the hallmarks of that Mossad group is that they act like a victim to get sympathy and to 
get you to defend your own enslavement and abuse in order to scam and subvert people to their will. 

 

How to read transcript- 

F= Forward Speech 

R= Reverse Speech 

[brackets around exactly where I found the reversal in the forward speech] 

Last is the likely meaning 

 

Reversal- See the Video in this file to listen to the reversal I found. 



F1: Ok so if all I did were the physical movements and the meditation in this Falun Gong [procedure, is 
that something that would be beneficial for my body, mind, spirit?] 

R1: Herbs numb it all. Pay armor full shit fill it. Hebrew in with Mossad, say urge the surf. 

- The "medicine" acts like a feel good drug that numbs you out. You pay for this because your 
protection, possibly your defenses (immune system?) become filled with shit & whose flow connects to 
Hebrews & Mossad in some way. 

 

Latest Video- Nov. 5, 2021- 

https://odysee.com/@OurStillSmallVoice:8/sophia-the-robot%2C-donald-trump%2C-joe-2:0 


